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Protein structural features are known to
repeat. Zheng et al. show that the
recurrence of localized tertiary structural
motifs within unrelated proteins can be
used to deduce effective sequence-
structure relationships. These
relationships can identify errors in
structural models and rationalize
observed structural plasticity in native
proteins.
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Extracting useful generalizations from the continually
growing Protein Data Bank (PDB) is of central impor-
tance. We hypothesize that the PDB contains valu-
able quantitative information on the level of local
tertiary structural motifs (TERMs). We show that by
breaking a protein structure into its constituent
TERMs, and querying the PDB to characterize the
natural ensemble matching each, we can estimate
the compatibility of the structure with a given amino
acid sequence through a metric we term ‘‘structure
score.’’ Considering submissions from recent Critical
Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) experi-
ments, we found a strong correlation (R = 0.69) be-
tween structure score and model accuracy, with
poorly predicted regions readily identifiable. This
performance exceeds that of leading atomistic sta-
tistical energy functions. Furthermore, TERM-based
analysis of two prototypical multi-state proteins
rapidly produced structural insights fully consistent
with prior extensive experimental studies. We thus
find that TERM-based analysis should have consid-
erable utility for protein structural biology.
INTRODUCTION
Having grown 100-fold in the last two decades, the PDB is
providing a remarkable vantage point on the protein structural
universe. Besides filling in atomic detail of biological processes,
protein structural data have also served as a means of gener-
ating novel knowledge and hypotheses on the general design
principles of native proteins. Many quantitative data have been
extracted from the PDB, including secondary structural propen-
sities (Mun˜oz and Serrano, 1995), dihedral angle preferences
(Shapovalov and Dunbrack, 2011), and full statistical potentials
(Russ and Ranganathan, 2002; Skolnick, 2006; Zhang and
Zhang, 2010), with links between PDB distributions and underly-
ing thermodynamics well established for simple structural ele-
ments (Hutchinson and Thornton, 1994; Koga et al., 2012; Porter
and Rose, 2011; Rice et al., 1989).
Given the magnitude of structural data available today, it is
likely that many useful quantitative generalizations remain toStructure 23be made. If the PDB were thermodynamically representative in
all aspects, we could query it to discern sequence preferences
for any given structure. However, this assumption breaks for
larger structural modules, like domains or folds, for which PDB
distributions are likely highly biased by human and possibly
evolutionary sampling. So what is the highest level of structural
complexity at which PDB-derived statistics are still physically
meaningful? The overarching hypothesis of this work is that sta-
tistics of local tertiary structural motifs (TERMs) reflect funda-
mental relationships between sequence and structure. Here, a
TERM refers to a residue with its surrounding secondary and ter-
tiary structural contexts (see Figure 1 for example TERMs and
Results for a precise definition). We and others have shown
that frequencies of local tertiary motifs in the PDB vary consider-
ably depending on the relative orientation of constituent second-
ary structural elements (Fernandez-Fuentes et al., 2010; Gri-
goryan and Degrado, 2011; Hu and Koehl, 2010; Walters and
DeGrado, 2006; Zhang and Grigoryan, 2012; Zhou and Gri-
goryan, 2015), and we have observed this variation to be smooth
in structure space, pointing to an underlying fundamental distri-
bution rather than sampling noise (Zhang and Grigoryan, 2012).
To examine TERM statistics we use the Bayesian framework
for representing structure-sequence relationships proposed by
Baker and co-workers (Simons et al., 1997), which we re-write
here in logarithmic form
lnðpðstrjseqÞÞ= lnðpðseqjstrÞÞ+ lnðpðstrÞÞ  lnðpðseqÞÞ;
(Equation 1)
where pðstrjseqÞ is the probability of observing structure str
given the sequence seq, pðseqjstrÞ is the probability of observing
sequence seq given the structure str, and pðstrÞ and pðseqÞ are
themarginal probabilities of the structure and sequence, respec-
tively. We will refer to lnðpðstrjseqÞÞ and lnðpðseqjstrÞÞ as struc-
ture score and design score, respectively, as these are the
quantities one looks to maximize in structure prediction and pro-
tein design, respectively. lnðpðstrÞÞ quantifies the abundance of a
given structure (presumably related to its designability; i.e., how
easy it is to realize with natural amino acids) and lnðpðseqÞÞ is
fixed when considering a given protein. We test our central hy-
pothesis by asking whether PDB-derived TERM-level statistical
estimates of abundance, design score, and structure score
have significant predictive and explanatory value. We make
these estimates by breaking a given structure into its constituent
TERMs, identifying instances of similar fragments in the PDB,
and analyzing their statistics., 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 961
Figure 1. The Procedure for TERM-based Analysis of a Structural Model
Each residue defines a TERM (two examples shown on the left, 1). Each TERM is subjected to a structure-based search against a non-redundant subset of the
PDB, with close matches revealing the natural abundance of the TERM and its sequence preferences (superposition of close matches and resulting sequence
logos shown for the same TERM examples in the middle, 2). This information is integrated to produce per-residue structure scores, shown mapped onto the
model on the right (3) in blue-to-red false color (reflecting low to high scores, respectively). Superimposed in green is the native structure; low-scoring regions
correspond to poor predictions. See also Figures S1 and S7.We apply our procedure to evaluate structural models submit-
ted in the refinement category of CASP9 and CASP10 experi-
ments. If our hypothesis is true, well-predicted models should
stand out on the basis of containing TERMs that are more likely
given the protein sequence; i.e., they should have higher struc-
ture scores by means of higher design scores, higher abun-
dance, or both (Equation 1). Remarkably, we find that structure
score does indeed effectively quantify model accuracy, without
knowledge of the correct structure. Furthermore, structure score
performs better than state-of-the-art atomistic statistical poten-
tials and quality assessment methods (Benkert et al., 2008; Ray
et al., 2011; Shen and Sali, 2006; Yang and Zhou, 2008), implying
that the tertiary structural propensities captured by structure
score contain significant collective information beyond the
typical features accounted for by statistical potentials. We
believe this is because TERM-based mining reports on struc-
ture-sequence compatibility in an ensemble-like sense, and it
implicitly benefits fromproperties such as stability and fold spec-
ificity that have made an imprint on native structural statistics. In
fact, despite being sensitive to errors in structural models,
design score is robust to differences between X-ray and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) structures representing the same
biophysical state. To further explore the utility of TERM-based
analysis, we examined two proteins with native conformational
heterogeneity known to be critical for function: a serpin family
protease inhibitor and ubiquitin. In both cases, the analysis
rapidly produced detailed structural insights that were fully
consistent with established models based on extensive experi-
mental characterization. Given the simplicity and interpretability
of themetrics we employed in this work, we believe our results to
strongly support the hypothesis that PDB-derived TERM statis-
tics, to a significant extent, reflect fundamental principles of
sequence-structure relationships.
RESULTS
To test our hypothesis, we utilized data from two recent Critical
Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments, CASP9962 Structure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rightsand CASP10, specifically focusing on the refinement category
(Nugent et al., 2014). The goal of refinement is to improve a given
starting model (i.e., move it closer to the native structure). Start-
ing models for refinement are drawn from especially successful
de novo or template-based predictions, and modelers are
asked to submit up to five improved versions of the structure
(MacCallum et al., 2010; Nugent et al., 2014). Thus, we saw
CASP refinement submissions by different groups as a source
of plausible structural models of target proteins, representing
both good and bad predictions—an ideal set for testing the utility
of TERM statistics. Furthermore, because these structures
exemplify best export efforts to reconcile the starting model
with its sequence, discrimination between good and bad predic-
tions should serve as a rigorous test.
Our approach was to systematically decompose a structural
model into its constituent TERMs. We defined one TERM for
each residue, aiming to capture its local secondary and tertiary
structural environments. To this end, for each residue i, its
corresponding TERM ti was taken to be the union of i with
two flanking residues on each side, all residues poised to
form contacts with i, and two residues on either side of these
(see Figures 1 and S1; Experimental Procedures). Note that
rather than looking for existing contacts within the analyzed
structure, we sought position pairs whose backbone orienta-
tions and structural environments made them suitable for hous-
ing contacting amino acids (see Experimental Procedures). This
characterized the structural environment in general, rather than
in conjunction with a specific sequence decoration and side-
chain conformations.
Given all TERMs of a model, we used our previously pub-
lished search engine MASTER (Zhou and Grigoryan, 2015) to
identify closest structural representatives within a non-redun-
dant subset of the PDB (see Experimental Procedures). Moti-
vated by Equation 1, the overarching intuition was that if a
TERM was not commonly used in native proteins (i.e., low
apparent abundance and potentially low designability), or if it
was used but in conjunction with sequence features not present
in the studied protein (i.e., low design score), or both, then thisreserved
TERM may correspond to a poorly predicted structural region.
We reasoned that design score could be quantified by
comparing the sequence of each TERM with sequences of its
close matches. Ideally one would like to estimate the log condi-
tional probability of observing the sequence of the TERM, given
its structure (Equation 1). However, despite its growing size, the
PDB is not large enough to enable the synthesis of detailed
sequence models for most TERMs. Thus, as a first-order
approximation, we focused on the central residue of each
TERM, calculating the frequency with which its identity in the
TERM and close matches coincided. The influence of nearby
residue identities was then taken into account through an aver-
aging procedure, whereby the final design score of a residue
took into account all TERMs it was part of (see Experimental
Procedures).
A difficulty with estimating the design score was that given
TERMs of different size and topology, it was not trivial to auto-
matically set structural similarity cutoffs for defining close
matches. To address this problem, we extracted statistics
from the top 50 closest matches (by backbone root-mean-
square deviation [RMSD]) for all TERMs. This recognizes that
structural similarity is not a binary but a continuous variable,
and we generally expect sequence features in closer matches
to be more related to the query than those in farther matches.
For a common TERM, all 50 matches would likely represent
very similar motifs, so sequence features extracted from them
would be highly applicable to the query. For a less common
TERM, however, these sequence features would be diluted
with influence from less related motifs, which would serve as
effective pseudo-counts. Some pseudo-counting is unavoidable
in the latter case, precisely because the TERM analyzed is un-
common. Thus, setting a fixed number of close matches, rather
than defining an a priori RMSD cutoff, appeared appropriate in all
cases. The exact number of matches to admit was a balance be-
tween maximizing extracted information for common TERMs
and admitting too much noise for less common ones, with
numbers between 50 and 200 producing approximately equal
performance in our experiments.
To estimate the abundance of a TERM ti, we sought to ascer-
tain whether its matches had RMSD values above or below
what might be expected given its complexity and overall topol-
ogy. To this end, we considered the best match of the TERM
(bi), its closest natural representative, and asked how RMSD
values of close matches to bi compared with those of close
matches to ti. The general intuition was that if these RMSD
values were similar, ti could be said to be reasonably abundant
(i.e., as abundant as its closest native representative). If, on
the other hand, close matches to bi had significantly lower
RMSDs than those for ti, the TERM would be said to have
low abundance. This notion was expressed as a single frac-
tional parameter, varying from 0 to 1, with the final estimate
of abundance defined by a smoothing procedure similar to
that used for the design score (see Experimental Procedures).
Structure score was calculated by combining design score
and abundance for each TERM, giving a per-residue metric
of the local agreement between structure and sequence, and
total scores for a model were defined as averages over all res-
idues. Next, we validate the utility of these quantities in a num-
ber of contexts.Structure 23TERM Analysis Quantifies Model Quality
We applied our structure score estimation procedure to assess
the accuracy of refinement submissions from all groups partici-
pating in CASP9 andCASP10.We chose eight diverse structures
for each of 41 targets in addition to the starting model and the
native structure (for a total of 410 structures; see Experimental
Procedures, Figure S2, and Table S1). We found that for a given
target, there was generally a reasonable correlation between the
accuracy of a model, as quantified by either global distance test
total score (GDT_TS) or template modeling (TM) score (Yang and
Jeffrey, 2004; Zemla et al., 1998), and its total structure score
(see Figures 2 and S3A; Experimental Procedures). Figure 3 illus-
trates a representative example, with three models of widely
differing quality for the same target. The model in Figure 3A
has the lowest structure scores throughout and is entirely incon-
sistent with the native structure (shown in green); the model in
Figure 3C has high structure scores nearly everywhere and is
nearly perfectly consistent with the native (right); whereas the
medium-quality model (in Figure 3B) has mid-ranging structure
scores.
Perhaps more strikingly, we found a strong correlation
between structure score and model accuracy across different
targets (Figure 2, bottom right panel; Pearson correlation coef-
ficient, R, of 0.68), indicating that the score can serve as an
absolute measure of model goodness. In fact for 90% of tar-
gets, the model with the highest structure score is either the
native structure (22 of 41 cases) or has a TM score over 0.8
(15 of 41 cases) (Figure S3A). Interestingly, both abundance
and design score individually also correlate with model accu-
racy (Table 1; Figures S3B and S3C), but not as strongly as
they do in combination. Such synergy between the two metrics,
without any parameters to weight their relative contribution, in-
dicates that they capture partially orthogonal contributions, as
one would expect for true abundance and design score
measures.
To put this performance in perspective, we asked how state-
of-the-art scoring functions would perform on the same task.
Specifically we considered ProQ2 and QMEAN, two single-
model quality assessment methods shown to lead in post-anal-
ysis of recent CASPs (Benkert et al., 2008; Kryshtafovych et al.,
2010, 2014; Ray et al., 2011), as well as DFIRE and DOPE, widely
used atomistic statistical scoring functions (Benkert et al., 2008;
Shen and Sali, 2006; Yang and Zhou, 2008). Each of these func-
tions also showed some correlation with model accuracy, but for
QMEAN, DIFRE, and DOPE the correlation was considerably
weaker and for ProQ2 it was marginally weaker (Table 1; Figures
S3D and S3E). Note that these statistical functions have been
parameterized to work well in decoy discrimination, and in the
case of ProQ2 this involved thorough machine learning with a
support vector machine (SVM) framework, a rich set of features,
and a large training set of prior CASP data (Ray et al., 2011). On
the other hand, our TERM-based analysis involves straightfor-
ward structure decomposition and simple PDB-based statistical
estimators, with no variable parameters. The potential for further
improvement with the use of more sophisticated mining ap-
proaches and with the continued growth of the PDB makes the
performance even more encouraging.
Based on correlations of produced scores, the four knowl-
edge-based functions fall into two groups: the statistical, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 963
Figure 2. Structure Score Correlates with Model Accuracy
Plotted are model GDT_TS scores (x axis) versus total structure scores (y axis). Each of the first 41 panels includes models for one target (target ID indicated on
each plot), while the bottom right-most panel combines models from all targets. See also Figures S2 and S3, and Table S1.potentials DOPE and DFIRE are in nearly perfect agreement
with each other and quality assessment metrics QMEAN and
ProQ2 are closely related, while much weaker correlations exist
across the two groups (see Table 2). In contrast, structure
score bears similar correlation to all four of these potentials,
while being distinct from each (Table 2). This suggests that
TERM-based statistics may be considerably orthogonal to the964 Structure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rightstypical information one gets from knowledge-based potential
functions. In line with this expectation, a simple unweighted
combination of ProQ2 and structure score dramatically in-
creases correlation with GDT_TS over the same set of models
(R = 0.74; Figure S3F). This further underscores the potential for
incorporating TERM-based analysis into methods for structure
prediction.Figure 3. A Representative Example
Showing the Performance of Structure
Score on Models of Varying Accuracy for a
Given Target (TR644)
(A–C) Three models of increasing accuracy are
shown superimposed onto the native structure
(green). Models are colored by residue structure
scores; the color scale is indicated on the bottom
right. See also Figure S8.
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Table 1. Structure Score and its Components Outperform Top
Statistical Energy Functions








Shown are the Pearson correlation coefficients between each scoring
function and GDT_TS across all 410 models considered in the study.
Table 2. While Structure Score Bears Some Correlation to All
Four Knowledge-Based Scoring Functions, It Is Fairly Distinct
from Each
Correlation QMEAN Z score DFIRE DOPE ProQ2
Structure score 0.61 0.46 0.49 0.63
QMEAN Z score 0.27 0.30 0.75
DFIRE 0.99 0.52
DOPE 0.54
DOPE and DFIRE resemble each other nearly perfectly, and QMEAN and
ProQ2 are closely related.Poorly Predicted Regions Delineated on the Basis
of Low Structure Scores
The example illustrated in Figure 3 shows that even for medium-
and high-quality structures, regions where the design score is
lower appear to be preferentially those that most deviate from
the native structure. This suggests that on the basis of low
structure scores, one may be able to make educated guesses
as to where a given model is particularly poor. To analyze this
notion more thoroughly, we looked at the correlation between
structure score and structure prediction error on a per-residue
basis (see Figure 4). Structure prediction error for each residue
was defined through a combination of local error (i.e., RMSD of
superimposing the TERM associated with the given residue
onto equivalent residues of the native structure) and global error
(i.e., RMSD of the same TERM upon aligning the entire model
onto the native). There is a discernible correlation, with R =
0.55, although unsurprisingly the level of noise is higher here
than when evaluating full models (compare with Figure 2). Still,
this suggests that even at the very local level, compatibility
between sequence and structure can be effectively assessed
using TERMs.
It may bemore practically useful to identify entire regions likely
to be poorly modeled rather than individual residues. We applied
the GDT algorithm (Zemla et al., 1998) to identify subsets of res-
idues within each model that can be simultaneously fit onto their
counterparts in the native structure within 1 A˚, between 1 and
2 A˚, between 2 and 4 A˚, and between 4 and 8 A˚. We interpreted
these subsets as model subregions of progressively decreasing
prediction accuracy. We also subdivided each model based on
structure scores, with residues having scores above 2.1 and
below 3.2 placed in the high- and low-scoring categories,
respectively (corresponding to the top and bottom 25th percen-
tiles of residues in all models, respectively), and residues with in-
termediate scores placed in themid-scoring category. As shown
in Figure 5, there is a dramatic overlap between structure score
and GDT-based categories, with the top GDT subregion pre-
dominantly composed of high-scoring residues. For compari-
son, ProQ2 and QMEAN perform similarly on this task (see
Figure S4).
Tertiary Information Contributes Significantly to TERM
Statistics
A hypothesis of this work is that the influence of tertiary structural
environments on the relationship between sequence and struc-Structure 23ture is captured reasonably well by TERMs and their PDB-
derived statistics. On the other hand, purely secondary structural
preferences certainly also contribute to both the statistics of
TERMs and, indeed, the choice of amino acids in native proteins.
Thus, to assess the contribution of tertiary environments
captured by TERMs, we applied the same set of procedures
as described above but with each TERM ti defined as just resi-
due i with two flanking residues on either side. We found that
in this case the correlation between model accuracy (i.e.,
GDT_TS) and structure score dropped to R = 0.42 (compared
with R = 0.69 when tertiary structural information was included;
see Figure S3G). This confirms that although secondary struc-
tural preferences do contribute to the success of TERM-based
analysis, tertiary structural propensities play a critical role.
TERM-based Sequence/Structure Compatibility Is a
Robust Measure
An ideal score for sequence/structure compatibility should
strike a balance between being sensitive to unfavorable and
favorable changes in structure, and yet not overinterpreting
the precisely specified coordinates. This is because when
analyzing a single ‘‘frozen’’ conformation (e.g., an X-ray struc-
ture of a folded protein), we typically implicitly refer to a struc-
tural ensemble it represents (e.g., the folded state). Here we
hypothesize that design score, because it characterizes the
optimality of sequence for the structure in the context of native
ensembles most closely representing constituent TERMs,
should be appropriately forgiving to structural details. To test
this idea, we compared scores obtained from either NMR or
X-ray structures of the same proteins, representing the same
states (see Experimental Procedures). Because the two experi-
mental methods generate drastically different types and den-
sities of information, even similar NMR and X-ray structures
often vary considerably in local detail. On the other hand, such
similar structures can still be thought of as representing the
same folded ensemble.
Figure 6 compares design scores of equivalent residues
calculated in the context of either NMR or X-ray structures.
Despite some noise, there is a high degree of correlation (R =
0.76). There are also a small number of outliers, where residues
from NMR structures receive significantly lower scores than the
corresponding ones from X-ray structures. Most of these resi-
dues arise from two structural regions with significant topologi-
cal differences betweenNMRand X-ray structures (see Figure 6).
Interestingly, both of these correspond to structural regions
involved in ligand binding, are observed to be disordered by, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 965
Figure 4. Per-Residue Structure Scores Correlate with Structure
Prediction Error
The latter is defined as lnðsloc + sglobÞ, where sloc and sglob are local and global
structure prediction errors, respectively. Each circle represents a single res-
idue (>52,000 residues in the dataset), and circles are colored by data density
for clarity. The black line shows the median prediction error as a function of
residue structure score.NMR but not in the crystal state, and are thought to gain order in
solution upon ligand binding (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). Without these outliers, the correlation between
NMR and X-ray estimates is 0.81. Thus, it appears that although
TERM-based analysis can detect ‘‘non-nativeness’’ in local
structure-sequence compatibility, it is much more forgiving
toward the types of local structural differences that can arise
from different methods of determination.
Analysis of Native Conformational Transitions
If TERMs indeed effectively capture fundamental relationships
between sequence and structure, they should be useful in
rationalizing structural transitions observed in native proteins.
To test this idea, we considered two classical native conforma-
tional transitions, the first of which is the refolding of serpin pro-
teins upon proteolytic cleavage. Serpins are a family of serine
protease inhibitors that act by forming a covalent complex
with target peptidases, trapping them in an inactive state
(Whisstock and Bottomley, 2006; Whisstock et al., 2010).
Specifically, the reactive center loop (RCL) of serpins (see Fig-
ure 7A) acts as a substrate for cognate proteases, thus under-
going peptide bond cleavage. However, immediately following
cleavage a conformational rearrangement disrupts the normal
progress of the reaction, trapping the intermediate state in
which the RCL is covalently attached to the protease via an
ester bond (Whisstock and Bottomley, 2006). This dramatic re-
arrangement involves the folding of the protease-attached RCL
portion as an additional strand into an existing b sheet within
the serpin fold (Figure 7A). A significant body of biophysical
and biochemical evidence has led to the model in which the
initial ‘‘stressed’’ state of serpins is a metastable intermediate
on the folding pathway, whereas the ‘‘relaxed’’ state, populated
post cleavage, is more representative of the native (i.e., lowest-966 Structure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rightsfree-energy) ensemble (Whisstock and Bottomley, 2006; Whis-
stock et al., 2010).
We applied TERM-based analysis to dissect the determinants
of this conformational transition, using the example of human a1-
antitrypsin. Color and cartoon thickness in Figure 7A represent
structure score differences between the stressed and relaxed
states (PDB: 1QLP and 1D5S, respectively). The portion of the
RCL that undergoes refolding to insert into a b sheet exhibits a
large and significant increase in structure score (see also Fig-
ure 7B), thus indicating that the sequence of the RCL is well opti-
mized for folding into the b sheet. Interestingly, despite the
significant structural change, structure scores of residues in
the immediate vicinity of the insertion point are generally approx-
imately indifferent to state, suggesting that the sequence is well
optimized for multi-state specificity. However, there is a second
region that exhibits a large increase in structure score upon the
stressed-to-relaxed transition: a helix-strand loop on the edge
of the central b sheet (Figures 7A and 7B). This region does not
directly contact the new strand. Instead, the stressed-to-relaxed
conformational change is communicated to this loop indirectly
via a shift in the central b sheet to accommodate RCL insertion,
causing both loop restructuring and changes in a/b packing (Fig-
ure 7C). Thus, TERM analysis suggests a clear rationale for why
the relaxed state is more preferred by the serpin native
sequence, in terms of both structural changes associated with
RCL itself and local and non-local changes emerging from the
transformation. For comparison, both ProQ2 andQMEAN detect
improved scores for only RCL residues (although the difference
is minor for ProQ2), predicting all other regions to be roughly
indifferent to state (see Figure S5).
As another example of a system with multiple states important
for function, we considered ubiquitin, a 76-residue protein that
functions as a fundamental signaling molecule. Ubiquitin partic-
ipates in numerous signaling pathways, where it is specifically
recognized by a diverse set of binding domains (UBDs) (Husnjak
and Dikic, 2011). In a recent series of works, de Groot and col-
leagues used NMR measurements, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, and protein design to explain, in part, how such
apparent binding plasticity is encoded in a small domain (Lange
et al., 2008; Michielssens et al., 2014; Peters and de Groot,
2011). The authors found that different ligands preferred to
bind ubiquitin in slightly different conformations and that this
conformational diversity already existed in the unbound domain.
Furthermore, they showed that this pre-existing conformational
ensemble is well described by just a single collective mode
(the pincer mode), involvingmotion of the b1-b2 hairpin to shuttle
the domain between open and closed states (see Figure 8)
(Michielssens et al., 2014; Peters and de Groot, 2011).
We reasoned that since this conformational heterogeneity is
important for the function of ubiquitin, the native sequence
should be in some way optimized to preserve it. We thus
wondered whether this preference for multi-stability would
have a discernible signature in our TERM-based analysis.
Applying the same procedure as elsewhere, we subjected five
different structures of ubiquitin, representing closed, open, and
intermediate states, to TERM-based mining. Figure 8 summa-
rizes the results of these calculations by illustrating the structural
mapping of resultant scores. Strikingly, the b1-b2 hairpin region
that de Groot and co-workers implicated in encoding thereserved
Figure 5. Structure Score Identifies Poorly
Predicted Regions
Left, right, and middle pie charts correspond to
residues with structures scores in the top 25th
percentile, bottom 25th percentile, and those in
between, respectively. Pie chart segments illus-
trate the fraction of residues, in each case, falling
within different GDT subregions, as indicated. See
also Figure S4.pre-existing variation along the pincer mode clearly stands out
as having low structure scores. Importantly, structure scores of
all residues still fall within the high-scoring category as defined
in our analysis of refinementmodels (see color scale in Figure 8A),
which is expected for a native structure. Furthermore, the trend
of low scores for the b1-b2 region is consistent across all struc-
tures analyzed. This suggests that the sequence prefers all the
analyzed conformations along the pincer mode roughly equally,
while being imperfectly optimized for either. The low-scoring re-
gion around b1-b2 does extend somewhat further N-terminally
than the proposed pincer mode: increased dynamics by NMR,
MD, and variation across X-ray structures were seen roughly
between residues 6 and 14 (Lange et al., 2008; Michielssens
et al., 2014). Lower structure scores are frequent for terminal res-
idues due to fewer structural constraints, and contacts with this
region slightly lower the structure scores for the short a2-b5 loop
as well (Equations 4 and 5). Interestingly, however, the latter re-
gion was also seen to have decreased order parameters by NMR
(Lange et al., 2008). For comparison, residue-level ProQ2 and
QMEAN scores showed rather different patterns of variation
(see Figure S6).
DISCUSSION
It has long been appreciated that protein structure is modular,
with features recurring at all levels of detail, from secondary
structural elements to folds. The most relevant modularity for
studying structure-sequence relationships would be at a level
low enough to exhibit strong degeneracy, yet as high as possible
to maximize the amount of structural context. The goal of this
work was to show that TERMs offer a rather useful level of modu-
larity, with their PDB-derived statistics representing non-trivial
fundamental relationships between sequence and structure.
We did not necessarily set out to find the optimal way to mine
the PDB for structural motif statistics. Instead, we made specific
intuitive choices for defining motifs and matches, and extracting
sequence statistics, intentionally refraining from significantly
optimizing these metrics. In part this was to avoid implicit ‘‘over-
training’’ given a finite test set. However, we also reasoned that if
the fundamental effect were robust, we would observe it with
many reasonably defined metrics.
We partitioned folded structures into constituent TERMs,
defined around inter-residue contacts (see Figure 1; Experi-
mental Procedures), and used the PDB to answer two questions
for each: (1) whether the TERM recurs in natural structures, ex-Structure 23pressed as abundance, and (2) whether the TERM sequence
agrees with sequences of matching structural regions in natural
proteins, expressed as design score (see Equations 1, 7, and 8;
Experimental Procedures). The combination of these two mea-
sures, structure score, defines how appropriate the structure
of the TERM is for its sequence (Equation 6), but only if our hy-
pothesis on PDB statistics is true.
This hypothesis was strongly supported by the observation
that structure score ordered CASP refinement models in close
agreement with their true accuracy—a performance that ex-
ceeded that of state-of-the-art atomistic statistical potentials
and quality assessment methods (Table 1; Figures 2 and S3D–
S3E). What is more, structure score appeared to have meaning
in the absolute sense (see Figure 2, last panel), such that it
may be possible to roughly estimate whether a protein is natively
folded in the absence of exploring the remainder of structure
space. By splitting structure score into its abundance and design
score components, we can see what the expected levels of each
tend to be for near-native structures (see Figures S3B and S3C).
Looking at abundance we can conclude that, on average, nearly
correct models should consist of TERMs with at least 50%–80%
as many close structural neighbors in the PDB as similar TERMs
from native structures (Equation 4). Furthermore, based on the
behavior of design score, we can say that a nearly correct model
should have TERMs whose structural neighbors share the iden-
tity of the central residue in 14%–25% of the cases (Equation 5;
see Experimental Procedures). The existence of such general
‘‘guidelines for nativeness’’ suggests that TERM-based analysis
may be able to pinpoint incorrectly predicted regions, and this is
in fact what we observe (see Figures 4 and 5). This should be of
high utility for structure prediction, providing guidance as to
where to concentrate sampling and when to stop. Of further util-
ity is the fact that despite being strict enough to detect significant
prediction errors, TERM-based analysis appears somewhat
forgiving of local perturbations that have no major impact on
structure (and would be expected to occur within the folded
ensemble; see Figure 6).When using a single structural snapshot
to judge an entire ensemble, such smoothness is highly
desirable.
We compared the performance of structure score with leading
statistical energy functions, in part because the latter were also
based on PDB statistics. In fact, statistics of inter-residue and
inter-atomic separations, amino acid secondary structure and
solvent exposure preference, and other descriptors typically uti-
lized in such energy functions, are far better resolved than those, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 967
Figure 7. The Relaxed State of a1-Antitrypsin Is More Compatible
with its Sequence than the Stressed State According to TERM-
based Analysis
(A) Pre-cleavage stressed (left) and post-cleavage relaxed (right) states of a1-
antitrypsin, as exemplified by structures PDB: 1QLP and 1D5S, respectively.
Color and cartoon thickness represent structure score differences (relaxed
minus stressed; color scaling indicated). RCL, reactive center loop.
(B) Structure score differences plotted against residue number show two re-
gions of most prominent change (dotted lines denote the level of significance;
see Experimental Procedures).
(C) Although the two regions are not in direct contact, their structural re-
arrangements are coupled. See also Figure S5.
Figure 6. Despite Being Sensitive to Incorrectly Predicted Struc-
tures, Design Score Is Robust to Local Differences between NMR
and X-Ray Structures
Each dot represents a single residue. Most of the outliers are attributed to two
regions shown; gray and black dots correspond to structural regions shown on
the top and bottom, respectively, to the right of the plot. In the region of dif-
ference, the X-ray and NMR structures are denoted with black and gray,
respectively. See also Table S2.related to TERMs. On the other hand, statistical energy function
descriptors generally carry much less structural context than
TERMs. Therefore, there is a tradeoff at hand between relevant
structural detail and statistical strength. The better performance
of TERM-based analysis argues that the former contribution out-
weighs the latter one. In fact, we show that capturing the local
tertiary structural environment is in large part the reason behind
the success of structure score (compare the last panel of Figures
2 and S3G). This is an exciting finding because as the PDB con-
tinues to grow, TERM statistics should improve, enabling rele-
vant structural environments to be captured with more detail
and less noise.
In a forward-looking application, we went on to test the notion
that TERMs may be useful in analyzing structural transitions of
native proteins. We considered two well-studied transitions: the
dramatic rearrangement of serpins and the far more subtle tran-
sitions along the pincer mode of ubiquitin (Figures 7 and 8). In the
case of a1-antitrypsin, structure score suggests both direct and
indirect determinants of the rearrangement. Not only does it indi-
cate that the RCL loop innately prefers to be folded into b sheet A
(a prediction also made by other scoring functions), it also shows
that RCL insertion is coupled to the remodeling of an a/b loop re-
gion into a significantly more favorable state (see Figures 7B and
7C). In the case of ubiquitin, structure score highlights the b1-b2
hairpin region as having a less optimal sequence-structure corre-
spondence (Figure 8). Such apparent frustration, in a region
whose flexibility is known to be responsible for the open-to-
closed transition, is likely not coincidental, and may be an evolu-
tionarily selected feature enabling the plasticity of ubiquitin
recognition that is important for its signaling activity.
In both native conformational transitions analyzed, results
from TERM-based analyses, which amount to relatively simple
and rapid calculations, are fully consistent withmodels emergent968 Structure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rightsfrom detailed biophysical studies. This suggests that similar
analyses can be performed in systems with less well-established
experimental models to generate plausible and detailed struc-
ture-based hypotheses.reserved
Figure 8. Structural Plasticity of Ubiquitin
Borne Out in TERM-based Analysis
(A) Mapping of structure scores in the context of
several structures of ubiquitin representing the
open-to-closed conformational.
(B) Structure score color scale mapped onto the
sequence of ubiquitin; same color bar as in (A)
applies. See also Figure S6.Conclusions
The precise definitions of estimators presented in this study
worked well in our experiments, but can likely be improved.
What we believe is highly significant, however, is that PDB-
derived statistics on TERM abundance and sequence propen-
sities appear to carry significant information, quantifying the
compatibility between structural and sequence in a manner
highly different from and orthogonal to existing analysis tech-
niques. This suggests that the current structural database
contains sufficient information such that tertiary structural pref-
erences within it may, to a large extent, represent biophysical
driving forces, rather than merely statistical biases of sampling.
Knowledge-based energy functions have already put PDB
statistics to good use by parsing structural environments into
geometric descriptors, generally assuming their conditional in-
dependence. Our results suggest that it may now be possible
to instead consider local structural environments in their entirety,
asking questions about them directly. If this is the case, the PDB
is an even larger treasure trove of information than has been
generally acknowledged, and methods of mining it for TERM-
based statistics should present opportunities for advances in
structure prediction and protein design.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Definition of TERMs
Analyzed structures were decomposed into tertiary motifs as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The idea behind this decomposition was to produce structural fragments
that describe the pattern of potential inter-residue interactions in the protein.
Positions i and j were considered as ‘‘interacting’’ if they were structurally
poised to influence each other’s amino acid identity and side-chain conforma-
tion. Specifically, we considered all rotamers of all amino acids at both posi-
tions, discarding those with significant main-chain clashes, and computed


















where RiðaÞ is the set of non-clashing rotamers of amino acid a and position
i, Cijðri ; rjÞ is a binary variable indicating whether rotamers ri and rj at posi-
tions i and j, respectively, have heavy atom pairs with 3 A˚, PrðaÞ is the fre-
quency of amino acid a in the structural database, and pðriÞ is the probabilityStructure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015of rotamer ri from the rotamer library by Richard-
son and co-workers (Lovell et al., 2000). If fði; jÞ
was above 0.1, positions i and j were labeled as
interacting. A TERM was defined for every residue
c (the ‘‘central’’ residue of the TERM) by
combining it with two residues flanking it on either
side, all residues contacting c, and two residues
on either side of these (see Figure S1; fewer flank-
ing positions were included for residues close to
termini). Resulting TERMs were typically small
structural fragments, with anywhere from one tosix disjointed segments (median 2), involving up to 41 residues in total (me-
dian 12); see Figure S7.
Structural Database
To generate the non-redundant structural database used in all studies here, we
considered the result of the weekly BLASTclust clustering (Altschul et al., 1990)
of all PDB chains (as of August 15, 2014) with a sequence identity cutoff of
30%. The chains corresponding to the first element of each resulting cluster
were collected and further filtered for X-ray structures resolved to 3 A˚ or below,
giving the final database of 16,330 PDB chains. Importantly, for the purposes
of analyzing any given protein (model or native structure), the dataset was
further filtered to remove any possible homologs. A homolog was defined as
a protein having a BLAST alignment with at least a 30% sequence identity
and 90% coverage.
Structure Score, Design Score, and Abundance Estimation
For each TERM we used our structural search engine MASTER (Zhou and Gri-
goryan, 2015) to identify closely matching fragments fromwithin our database.
To quantify the structure score of a given TERM ti , built around the central res-
idue i, in conjunction with its corresponding sequence s!i, we used the
following relationship emerging from Equation 1,
lnðpðti j s!iÞÞ= lnðpð s!i jtiÞ,pðtiÞÞ+C; (Equation 3)
where the last term is a constant arising from the prior probability of observing
the sequence s!i. For the purposes of estimating pð s!i jtiÞ, we asked MASTER
to return all matches to ti within 2.0 A˚ RMSD over CA atoms, subsequently
sorting these in the order of full-backbone RMSD.We next computed the frac-
tion of the top 50 matches in which the identity of the amino acid correspond-
ing to the central residue of ti was coincident with that in s
!
i , ~fð s!i jtiÞ. Following
this, we approximated pð s!i jtiÞ via a smoothing procedure as




~fð s!k jtkÞ; (Equation 4)
where k goes over all residues whose corresponding TERM tk encompasses
residue i, n is the number of such TERMs, and s!k is the sequence correspond-
ing to tk in the structure. We refer to ~pð s!i jtiÞ as sequence likelihood.
To arrive at an estimate of pðtiÞ, the closest hit of ti (by full-backbone RMSD)
was used as the query in another search against the same structural database.
The full-backbone RMSD of the 50th best match in this secondary search was
recorded, ri . Next, the number of matches to ti in the original search with full-
backbone RMSD below ri, divided by 50, was defined as ~aðtiÞ. Following this,
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where ~aðtkÞ was effectively capped at 1 for consistency, although the cap was
rarely reached. We refer to this estimate as structure frequency. Finally, the
structure score of TERM ti was estimated by combining sequence likelihood
and structure frequency as
Sðti; s!iÞ= lnð~pð s!i jtiÞ,~pðtiÞ+ εÞ; (Equation 6)
where ε served as an effective pseudo-count to prevent logarithms of very low
numbers or zero, with the value of 0.01 used throughout the study. To enable
analysis of contributions to structure score, we also separately defined esti-
mates of design score and abundance as
Dðti ; s!iÞ= lnð~pð s!i jtiÞ+ εÞ (Equation 7)
and
AðtiÞ= lnð~pðtiÞ+ εÞ; (Equation 8)
respectively. The same value of ε= 0:01 was used here. The total structure
score, design score, and abundance of a given protein structure were defined
as averages of the corresponding per-residue scores.
CASP Model Selection
There were 14 and 27 refinement targets in CASP9 and CASP10, respectively.
For each of these 41 targets, we downloaded all refinement submissions by
predictor groups (ranging from 101 to 186 submissions per target) and used
k-means clustering (with CA RMSD as the distance function) to select eight
representative diverse models (see Table S1). We also included the starting
model and the native structure for each target, for a total of 410 models (see
Figure S2).
NMR versus X-Ray Structure Comparison
The list of all protein-containing NMR entries was downloaded fromwww.pdb.
org. The protein sequence from each entry was used in a BLAST search (Alt-
schul et al., 1990) against the entire PDB, looking for nearly exactly matching
entries (i.e., 100% sequence identity over at least 90% of the query) solved by
X-ray crystallography to a resolution below 3.0 A˚. This identified (often several)
matches for 2,217 NMR entries, following which the closest X-ray structure (by
TM score) to each NMR entry was chosen. We sorted the final list by TM score
and arbitrarily chose nine NMR/X-ray pairs (shown in Table S2) to span
different TM scores, in the range 0.8–1.0, and different lengths. These struc-
tures were then subjected to design score calculations as described above,
with a comparison of per-residue design scores plotted in Figure 6. Design
scores of five terminal residues were not compared (i.e., not shown in Figure 6)
due to the high degree of flexibility that typically made these regions differ
significantly between NMR and X-ray structures.
Native Conformational Transitions
We found four PDB structures of wild-type human a1-antitrypsin in its un-
cleaved (non-protease-bound) conformation: PDB: 1QLP, 2QUG, 3CWL,
and 3NE4. All were solved to resolutions better than 2.5 A˚ andwere very similar
to each other (pairwise full-backbone RMSDs were all below 0.5 A˚, calculated
over 1,476 atoms). We thus arbitrarily chose PDB: 1QLP as the target structure
for analysis, representing the stressed state. Similarly, we found three struc-
tures of wild-type human a1-antitrypsin in its cleaved state, not bound to a pro-
tease: PDB: 1D5S, 7API, and 8API. The last two, solved by the same authors as
part of the same work, were cleaved in exactly the same position on the RCL
and were very similar (full-backbone RMSD of 0.4 A˚; calculated over 1,356
atoms). PDB: 1D5S, however, was cleaved at a different position, although it
still topologically represented the same state. We thus decided to analyze
two structures of the cleaved state, PDB: 1D5S and 7API, using the variability
of scores between them to calibrate the significance of score differences. Spe-
cifically, mean absolute difference between per-residue scores plus three SDs
was defined as a threshold of significance (corresponding to dotted lines on
Figure 7).
Ubiquitin structures PDB: 2D3G and 2G45 were included in our analysis, as
these were shown to represent the closed and open states, respectively, by
Lange et al. (2008). Both structures have two chains with slightly different con-
formations in the asymmetric unit, and all were included in our analysis. PDB:
1UBI was also included as representing apo ubiquitin, exhibiting a conforma-970 Structure 23, 961–971, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rightstion roughly halfway between the closed and open states. The C-terminal tail
(residues 72–76) is excluded from Figure 8 for clarity; this region received
very low structure scores such that its inclusion obscured trends within the
core of the fold. Incidentally, the NMR/MD-based structure ensemble of ubiq-
uitin obtained by deGroot and co-workers also showed theC-terminal five res-
idues to be by far the most flexible part of the protein (Lange et al., 2008).
Code Availability
All codes necessary to carry out TERM-based analysis, along with all the sup-
porting information needed to reproduce the results in this study, can be found
at http://grigoryanlab.org/terms.
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